SECRET 0313392
IMMEDIATE DIR TEGU BLEH INFO ROUTINE WAVE CITE RIOD 5542

REFS:
A. BLEH QUIET
B. DIR 39382

1. NO TRACES SUBJ OR RODRIGUEZ IN FILES.
2. BLEH. IN VIEW PRINCEP KNOWLEGE CENTRAL AMERICAN AFFAIRS AND IMPENDING PCS DEPARTURE, SUGGEST PRINCEP TAKE OVER SUBSEQUENT INTERVIEWS, UNLESS TEGU INFO MAKES FURTHER CONTACTS WITH SUBJECT APPEAR INADVISABLE.
3. DIP, TEGU. ALONG WITH PERTINENT TRACES, PLS CABLE IMMEDIATE BLEH ROMS WHICH WOULD HELP CHECK OUT SUBJ DONA PIDES. IF SUBJ APPEARS GOOD PENETRATION OR CANDIDATE DURING FOLLOWUP INTERVIEWS, BLEH COULD ADVANCE FUNDS FOR MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES AND AIR FARE TO RIO WHERE DEBRIEFING WOULD CONTINUE, FOLLOWED BY REQUEST BY TEAM NOW IN RIO.
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C/S COMMENTS: HI'S REQUESTED TRACES [OSCAR VELASQUEZ]
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